Floating Turtle Trap
Assembly Instructions
Step 1: Attach vinyl floats with 3/8” bolts, large washers and tube
bushings as pictured in Figures 1 and 2.

Step 2: Notice the hinge and flippers are color coded to match. Attach
flippers to hinges on the frame with small stainless screws and nuts.
Figure 1: Outside Cage

Figure 2: Inside Cage

Package Contents
- Turtle Trap Frame
- 2 Flippers
- 2 Molded Marine Vinyl Floats
Flipper Hardware
(A) 4 Stainless Steel Screws
with Lock Nuts
Float Hardware
(B) 4 Square Tube Bushings
(C) 4 Galvanized 3/8” Bolts
(D) 8 Large Flat Washers
(E) 4 Lock Washers
(F) 4 Nuts

SETTING THE TURTLE TRAP
To set the Pond King Floating Turtle Trap, you will need:
•
•
•
•

Weight (brick or 1/2 cinder block)
Stake (rope will be tied to it on the bank)
2 Ropes (1 approx. 3’ longer than water depth to attach weight to trap; 1 at least 30’
for moving trap in and out of water)
Boat (for larger ponds/lakes)
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For Smaller Ponds:
Step 1: Tie one end of the shorter rope to the trap and the other end to the weight.
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Step 2: Tie one end of the longer rope to the trap.
Step 3: Put weight and trap on the bank on one side of the pond. Take longer rope
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in hand and walk to the other side of the pond. Pull the rope to move the trap and
weight into the pond. We recommend having the trap at least 30’ from the shoreline.

Step 4: Tie the free end of the rope to the stake at the bank.

For Larger Ponds and Lakes:
Attach the weight to the trap. Using a boat, take weight and trap to where you want
the trap to be placed in the pond. (We recommend at least 30’ from the shoreline.)
Drop the weight and trap into the pond.
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Download our Pond King app
for more pond management
tips and information!

FREE IN THE
APP STORE &
GOOGLE PLAY

HELPFUL TIP
Check the trap and remove any turtles about every two weeks. Remove other floating surface debris to increase catch frequency.
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